
Plated in a bespoke
Gold Chrome finish,
the bedside fittings
feature circular
multi-directional
LED heads with
integral switches
and adjustable arms
to give directional
and ambient light 
to the bedside. 
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Working in collaboration with the
interior design team at Banjo Ad Inc,
Chelsom’s lighting scheme worked
wonderfully. The brief stipulated that
the lighting products must work
seamlessly with all elements of the
guestroom design and as such
Chelsom collaborated closely with
the case goods manufacturer to
incorporate the multifunctional
bedside reading lights into the glass
topped nightstands to create a
beautifully designed stand-alone
piece. Plated in a bespoke Gold
Chrome finish, the bedside fittings
feature circular multi-directional LED
heads with integral switches and
adjustable arms to give directional
and ambient light to the bedside.
Bespoke pendants were also
created to supplement the
guestroom and bathroom lighting
featuring heavy clear crystal globes
with deep spiral hand cutting, lit
with eco-friendly halogen lamps

whose bright sparkle accentuates
the deep cutting whilst adding a
touch of old school glamour to 
the chic and contemporary 
interior concept, giving that perfect
finishing touch.
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placed Ascent floor lamps and a Lex
table lamp.
In the Sir John Soane Suite there is a
fantastic cathedral room with a
beautiful vaulted beamed ceiling; a
perfect place for two Carisbrooke
18lt chandeliers which are made in
the Elstead factory in Alton. Elstead
also placed Remy wall fittings and
many table lamps including Libero
Silver; several designer mirrors and
Gianna chandeliers in the beautiful
corridor that leads to the state
drawing room. The finished look 
is stunning.
Chelsom lighting have recently
created a custom decorative lighting
scheme for the transformation 
of Sanderson in London.
Celebrating 15 years in London,
Morgans Hotel Group unveiled newly
designed guestrooms for the iconic
Sanderson hotel as created by Tim
Andreas of Banjo Ad Inc. 
Paying homage to the original ethos
by connecting concepts of baroque
and minimalist, Sanderson’s
redesigned guestrooms are
luxururious whilst enhancing
residential comfort and functionality. 
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